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OPENING STATEMENT

Prosperity. It’s a concept that’s bandied about loosely on the continent, by everyone, from NGOs to
governments to celebrities looking for a cause. But what does it really mean to prosper in Africa? That
was the question that Barclays Africa set out to answer in 2014, as it prepared to launch its first ever panAfrican brand campaign. The new campaign, Prosper, would go to the very heart of what Barclays Africa
stands for: creating lasting social and economic progress on our continent. So getting it right was nonnegotiable for FleishmanHillard.

1. STATEMENT OF THE OPPORTUNITY

In April 2014, Barclays Africa tasked
FleishmanHillard

to

develop

communication

programme

a
to

support the launch of its first ever
pan-African brand campaign in 11 of
its

African

markets.

At

FleishmanHillard South Africa, we
knew we had one shot at nailing the
launch of Prosper across 11 key
African markets. And a run-of-the-mill PR plan wasn’t going to cut it. What we implemented was a
strategic, research-based and content-led campaign that would position Prosper in all the key Barclays
African markets by reaching people through real stories that they relate to. Doing research was the easy
part. The real challenge lay in turning those research findings into tangible insights that would help
Barclays show people that it understands them, and how it’s committed to helping them achieve their
ambitions. Has it worked? We’ve seen brand traction for the bank, and created a platform for long-term
research which gives Barclays Africa ongoing insights into its customers across the continent.
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2. RESEARCH

At every step of the process, research informed our thinking. To gather the insights that would drive the
campaign content, FleishmanHillard conducted online research and social media sentiment analysis over
a 90-day period, to ascertain what keywords we could associate with prosper. Botswana, Zambia, Kenya,
Ghana, Egypt and South Africa were selected, as these markets are six of Barclays Africa’s top priority
markets. We excluded the results from South Africa. While South Africa is also a priority market, the
Prosper campaign had already been launched under the Absa (a member of Barclays) brand in 2013 and
the volume of mentions included in the preliminary research skewed some of the findings. The results
yielded more than 10 000 mentions in the context of ‘prosper’ or ‘prosperity’ – with comments ranging
from religion to family to finances, work and education.

We overlaid this with rigorous desk-top research. The Letagum Institute Prosperity Index ranks countries
in terms of prosperity, as opposed to individuals, and reviews a range of factors in relation to GDP
indicators. The Prosperity Index offers an in-depth view of the performance of 38 countries on the
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continent beyond economic considerations and how nations perform economically but in vital areas such
as education, governance, heath, safety and security, and more.

Research is only the raw material. Analysing the data was the harder part of the job, and it yielded
valuable insights which drove our messaging and content development. Perhaps the key insight, on which
the entire Prosper campaign hinged, was the notion that Africans have different ideas on what
constitutes prosperity – and these span personal finance, health, career satisfaction, spiritual wellness
and happiness. Fact is, prosperity isn’t just about money. It’s about living a meaningful life.

3. PLANNING
From our research, it was clear that prosper means different things to different people. While our
research highlighted macro-economic views on prosperity, there was a lack of research of what it means
for Africans, individually, to prosper. And this created a great opportunity. We wanted to create a
bespoke view of what is means to prosper not only from a pan-African perspective, but also what it
means to prosper in each of the 11 markets that Barclays Africa operates in, with a particular emphasis on
Barclays Africa primary markets (South Africa, Kenya, Ghana, Zambia, Botswana) and secondary markets
(Uganda, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Seychelles and Mozambique).

Understanding the Barclays Africa Business Strategy
Barclays Africa’s strategy is to become the ‘Go-To’ bank for its customers and clients across Africa.
Barclays Africa is executing its strategic plans, focusing on five key layers, including:
1. Improving the customer experience
2. Enhancing and re-shaping the network and its channels
3. Stabilising and investing in technology
4. Innovating and simplifying its products and processes
5. Intensifying its marketing approach on the back of the group-wide Prosper campaign
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It is important to note the significance of the positioning of the Prosper campaign in Africa and the fact
that marketing of the campaign in Africa was listed as one of five key strategic pillars for the bank’s
growth. Given this, FleishmanHillard’s communication programme had five key strategic objectives:
1. Awareness: Build brand awareness of Barclays across 11 of the key African markets in which Barclays
operates – including South Africa, Zambia, Botswana, Kenya, Ghana, Mozambique, Seychelles,
Mauritius, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
2. Storytelling: Create a content-led campaign about what it means to prosper in Africa. Capture the
essence of the campaign through stories across various traditional and new media platforms.
3. Positioning: Position Barclays Africa as the “Go-To” bank for Africans who seek prosperity.
4. Stakeholder engagement:

Drive consumer engagement and interaction through various media

channels.
5. Exposure: Tell the story more broadly. Increase relevant media and social media mentions for
Barclays Africa.

Defining Metrics for Success
During our planning phase, FleishmanHillard clearly defined what success would look like through key
performance metrics:


Be relevant to all markets, not just South Africa. Barclays Africa ambition is to be top 3 by
revenue in South Africa and its four biggest markets outside of South Africa including Kenya,
Ghana, Botswana and Zambia. We wanted our approach to be more than a simple pan-African
media campaign. Our research showed one-size-fits-all doesn’t work in Africa. As such, our
programme would need to be tailored in each of Barclays Africa’s markets.



Be something of significance to the Barclays Africa business, not just the marketing team. In line
with Barclay’s “Go-To” strategy, we wanted to create communication assets that were significant
from a business perspective, not only relevant to the marketing and communication teams. Could
we create something that would help inform the Barclays Africa consumer strategy for the
continent?
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Awareness and coverage. Coming off a small base, we wanted to significantly increase media
coverage for Barclays Africa. Our target was to place a minimum of 10 articles per tier 1 market
and achieve at least 3 broadcast interviews per market.

4. EXECUTION
The execution was four phased:


Phase A: Launch the survey and lay the foundation for future interest



Phase B: Find out what it means for Africans to prosper, through bespoke research



Phase C: Develop integrated content to tell the key findings of the Prosper Report



Phase D: Make the story relevant to all the markets in which Barclays Africa operates, not just South
Africa

A.

Launch announcement

In April 2014, we announced the launch of Barclays Africa’s first
ever pan-African brand campaign, Prosper, that aimed to
capture what Barclays stands for and how the bank is helping
people achieve their ambitions – in the right way. Through this
announcement, we launched the Barclays Africa Prosper survey,
a pan-African online survey to assess how the word ‘prosper’ is
interpreted in different markets, across different demographics,
and how people believe they are able to prosper across Africa.
We stated that the results would be announced later in 2014.

B.

The Barclays Africa Prosper Report

The survey was produced in partnership with Columinate, a leading online research company based in
Johannesburg, South Africa. This is the largest online bespoke survey to be conducted in Africa. The
Report captured over 7 000 respondents in 11 African countries using social media to drive completion of
the survey. The only other similar ranking survey in Africa in terms of size of the sample is the Nielsen
Report: Getting to Know the Diverse African Consumer, which surveyed 5 000 people across Africa in 7
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African countries in 2014. Data collection ran from 14 April 2014 and was concluded on the 8th of August
2014.
The Barclays Africa Prosper Report captures the prosperity perspectives, experiences and life strategies of
Africa’s growing and young emerging middle-class. More than 78% of respondents were between the
ages of 18 and 35, also known as the ‘youth bulge’. Further research findings in addendum.
To further validate and interrogate the findings of the online survey, FleishmanHillard identified
Professor Monde Makiwane of the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) and Dr OD-Chemere-Dan
of Africa Strategic to provide an independent analysis of the research findings.

C. Fully Integrated Captivating Content

FleishmanHillard developed integrated content to launch the Prosper Report. Various pieces of collateral
were produced, including:


Barclays Africa Prosper Report: To ensure the longevity of the research findings, a 16-page Barclays
Africa Prosper Report was created.



Press releases: A general announcement press release
was written and adapted for each of the 11 markets (April
and October 2014).



Animated Infographic:

An animated infographic was

created, highlighting key findings which drove Barclays’
positioning around the report in a visual and entertaining
manner.


Static Infographic: This infographic provides a bird’s eye
view of the Prosper Report and simplifies the key findings
using iconographics.



Story mining through video: FleishmanHillard managed
the production of four videos capturing viewpoints from
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four survey respondents in Kenya, Zambia, Botswana and South Africa, including a pan-African video
montage.


Social media: FleishmanHillard developed a series of tweets and Facebook updates to drive
awareness of the report.



Prepackaged audio: Audio clips recorded during media training sessions to ensure the spokespeople
were on message, were distributed to radio news media for use in the news bulletins.

Simultaneous media launches

On 28 October 2014, FleishmanHillard launched the 2014 Barclays Africa Prosper Report in support of
Barclays’ wider Prosper campaign in six African markets. The media launches were held simultaneously in
Johannesburg, Accra, Lusaka, Gaborone, Nairobi and Port Louis – priority markets for Barclays Africa. A
total of 54 journalists attended the six simultaneous launches.
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5. EVALUATION
When evaluating a campaign, we ask one question: did we meet the objectives? For the Barclays Africa
Prosper campaign, our early answer is a resounding yes. We raised awareness. We shifted perceptions.
We grew share of voice. We told great stories that people wanted to hear, and keep coming back to.
More than that, we delivered real strategic benefits, as the bank funnels the insights from this campaign
into its marketing and product development teams.

Supporting the business, not just marketing


The campaign yielded key insights into the behaviour and demographic of the bank’s potential
customers, including the so-called “youth bulge” phenomenon, which is already being factored into
product planning by the bank.
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FleishmanHillard managed to significantly reduce the

“From a research perspective what

cost of research, by two thirds, which is usually very

FleishmanHillard achieved for the

expensive in Africa through a surgical approach to

Barclays Africa Prosper survey is

paid social media placement

astounding. In a very short time we
[Columinate] gathered a wealth of
information across borders on the African

Be relevant to all markets, not just South Africa


continent. Traditional ways of accessing

FleishmanHillard launched the 2014 Barclays Africa

the African continent’s opinions have

Prosper Report in six African markets simultaneously,

proved expensive and slow, this is

not just in South Africa which is often a focus of

definitely a significant piece of work to

corporates. The media launches were held in

consider for research executions in

Johannesburg, Accra, Lusaka, Gaborone, Nairobi and

Africa.”

Port Louis. A total of 54 journalists attended the six
simultaneous launches.

Elna Smit, co-founder and Director,
Columinate.

Awareness and coverage


Beyond media coverage and driving conversations on social media platforms, the Barclays Africa
Prosper Report has been adopted by Barclays as an annual project which will be rolled out and
expanded upon in the next three years. This proprietary research has already positioned Barclays
Africa as a prominent voice on African socio-economic affairs – a positioning which is being reflected
in a growing number of requests from media for comment on lifestyle and economic issues not
directly related to the bank.



Press articles and interviews – 98 hits combined: The overall tone of the coverage was predominantly
positive. 92% of the coverage was on message, and 78% of the coverage included both the designated
Barclays spokesperson (Bobby Malabie) as well as the third-party commentator, Professor Makiwane
of the Human Sciences Research Council.



The launch of the Barclays Africa Prosper Report saw high-level media coverage in Nigeria, Ghana,
Kenya, Liberia, South Sudan, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Seychelles, Mauritius and South Africa
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Key highlights of broadcast coverage secure include SABC MorningLive, eNCA Morning News Today,
CNBC Africa Business Show, SAfm, PowerFM, RSG, ANN7, Kaya FM and Business Day TV for South
Africa alone.



The Barclays Africa Facebook community grew from under 100 likes in April 2014 to over 3 000 likes in
just over 6 weeks which is believed to be an incidental effect of the paid advertising strategy
employed by FleishmanHillard to ensure Africans completed the survey.



The campaign has significantly raised Barclays Africa’s awareness levels in the African consumer
markets (Barclays Africa Brand Health Tracker, 2014/2015).

The Barclays Africa Prosper Report addresses critical issues

“These findings will have profound

of financial behaviour and prosperity that have either been

implications on how economic

missed or poorly measured by previous social and financial

development and financial services are

surveys in Africa.

packaged and presented to people in

What started out as a communications campaign to support

Africa in years to come. It addresses

the launch of an above-the-line campaign in Africa has

critical issues of financial behaviour and

transcended into so much more for not only Barclays Africa,

prosperity that have either been missed

but Africa as well.

or poorly measured by previous social
and financial surveys in Africa.”

The report captures the hopes, dreams and ambitions of
Africa’s growing middle-class, known as the “youth bulge”.

Professor Makiwane – Human Science

This youthful demographic holds the key to accelerated

Research Council.

economic growth and transformation in Africa.
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Additional information - Appendix

Summary of Findings: Barclays Africa Prosper Report

Financial freedom to drive prosperity in Africa
 Barclays Africa Prosper Report shows Africans would rather invest than spend money on luxury items
to prosper. If given US$100 to help them prosper, 49 percent of respondents would invest it.


The findings of this study provide valuable insights into the different dimensions of financial and
related patterns of behaviour in contemporary African societies. In the wider spheres of policy-making
and financial services, this study has introduced – albeit indirectly – a bold perspective of Africans as
informed and capable co-creators of wealth on their continent.



Africa is experiencing a youth bulge similar to the one experienced in Asia and its savings boom - a
trend known to catapult developing economies forward.



To prosper, 53 percent of African respondents need to achieve financial freedom now and in ten
years’ time.



Almost a third would buy a computer (30 percent) and books (24 percent) to help them prosper.



While lack of finances is a major barrier to prosperity (66 percent), this is also the easiest aspect of
their life to change (37 percent).



Nearly 50 percent of respondents would most likely consult a bank to obtain financial prosperity.
Only ten percent said they would consult a family member.



The Barclays Africa Prosper Report is the first online bespoke prosper survey conducted across Africa,
which captured the views of more than 7 000 respondents.
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Barclays Africa Prosper Report
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Capturing the press event – 28 October 2014
HOSTED SIMILTANEOUSLY IN: South Africa, Kenya, Ghana, Botswana, Zambia and Mauritius

Barclays Botswana spokesperson
interacting with blogger at Botswana
press event.

Barclays Kenya MD Jeremy Awori
interacting with media at Kenya press
event.

Bobby Malabie, Group Executive of
Marketing, Communications, Citizenship
and Public Affairs at Barclays Africa (left)
and Professor Monde Makiwane of the
HSRC (right) at the South African launch
at Shine Studio in Johannesburg.
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Coverage Snippets

